Abstract. The purpose of this work is to classify, for given integers m, n ≥ 1, the bordism class of a closed smooth m-manifold X m with a free smooth involution τ with respect to the validity of the Borsuk-Ulam property that for every continuous map ϕ : X m → R n there exists a point x ∈ X m such that ϕ(x) = ϕ(τ (x)). We will classify a given free Z 2 -bordism class α according to the three possible cases that (a) all representatives (X m , τ ) of α satisfy the Borsuk-Ulam property; (b) there are representatives (X m 1 , τ 1 ) and (X m 2 , τ 2 ) of α such that (X m 1 , τ 1 ) satisfies the Borsuk-Ulam property but (X m 2 , τ 2 ) does not; (c) no representative (X m , τ ) of α satisfies the Borsuk-Ulam property.
Introduction
Let ((X, τ ); Y ) be a triple where X and Y are topological spaces and τ : X −→ X is a free involution. We say that ((X, τ ); Y ) satisfies the Borsuk-Ulam property (which we shall routinely abbreviate to BUP) if for every continuous map ϕ : X −→ Y there exists a point x ∈ X such that ϕ(x) = ϕ(τ (x)) (or, equivalently, we say that the Borsuk-Ulam property holds for ((X, τ ); Y )). We also say that the pair (X, τ ) satisfies the Borsuk-Ulam property with respect to maps into Y .
Let S m be the m-dimensional sphere, A : S m → S m the antipodal involution and R n the n-dimensional Euclidean space. The famous Borsuk-Ulam Theorem states that, if ϕ : S m → R m is any continuous map, then there exists a point x ∈ S m such that ϕ(x) = ϕ(A(x)) (see [1] ). We remark that, as an easy consequence of the Borsuk-Ulam Theorem, ((S m , A); R n ) satisfies the Borsuk-Ulam property for n ≤ m, but the BUP does not hold for ((S m , A); R n ) if n > m, because S m embeds in R n . After the comments above a natural generalization of the Borsuk-Ulam Theorem consists in replacing S m by a connected, closed m-dimensional smooth manifold X m and A by a free smooth involution τ defined on X m , and then, considering continuous maps from X m into R n (n > 0), to ask which triples ((X m , τ ); R n ) satisfy the Borsuk-Ulam property (BUP). It is known that if n > m, the BUP does not hold (see [4] ). This leaves the interesting cases where n ≤ m and m > 1. For n = 2 the problem is equivalent to an algebraic problem involving the fundamental group; see, for example, [4] or Lemmas 2.4 and 2.5. For n = m ≥ 2 the problem is well understood in terms of the cohomology of the orbit space, as we explain below.
A major problem is to find the greatest n ≤ m such that the BUP holds for a specific (X m , τ ). Since for m > 1 and n = 1 the BUP always holds, this greatest integer will be greater than or equal to 1. This is equivalent to finding all values n for which the BUP holds for ((X m , τ ); R n ). The greatest integer n for which the BUP holds for the triples above is also known in the literature as the index of τ on X m . Unfortunately, at this level of generality the problem seems too hard. In this paper we shall tackle the problem up to bordism.
Before describing our results, we fix some notation that will be used throughout the paper. The basic object of interest is a pair (X m , τ ) consisting of a closed smooth manifold X m of dimension m ≥ 1 and a smooth free involution τ : X m → X m . We do not always require X m to be connected. The orbit space M = X m /τ is a closed smooth m-manifold. We shall write λ for the orthogonal real line bundle over M associated with the double cover X m → X m /τ and f : M → BO(1) for its classifying map.
Let us begin with the cohomological criterion from [4, Theorem 3.4] for the case n = m. Recently Musin [6] showed how to characterize the Borsuk-Ulam property in terms of Z 2 -bordism classes. Referring to Section 2 for more details, we denote the group of bordism classes of m-dimensional pairs (X m , τ ) by N m (Z 2 ), writing [X m , τ ] for the Z 2 -bordism class of (X m , τ ). We recall from [2, p. 74 ] that N * (Z 2 ) is a free graded module over the unoriented bordism ring N * with one generator
where A is the antipodal involution on the sphere S i . Musin's result [6, Theorem 2], for smooth rather than PL manifolds, can be formulated as follows.
A short proof, using quite different techniques from those employed in [6] will be given in Section 3. We are interested in generalizing the result when R m is replaced by R n for n ≤ m. More precisely we consider the following question. Question: Given a free Z 2 -bordism class α ∈ N m (Z 2 ) and an integer n, can we find a representative (X m , τ ) of α such that the BUP holds for ((X m , τ ); R n ) ? 
This example shows that, given α and an integer n, it is not true, in general, that if for one representative (X m 1 , τ 1 ) of α the BUP holds for ((X m 1 , τ 1 ); R n ) then it also holds for every other representative ((X m 2 , τ 2 ); R n ). For each m-dimensional free Z 2 -bordism class α and integer n, one would, therefore, like to decide whether the BUP with respect to R n holds (a) for all of the representatives (X m , τ ) of α, or (b) for some, but not all, of the representatives, or (c) for none of them.
Our main results are as follows.
Theorem 1.5. Consider a pair (X m , τ ) and corresponding real line bundle λ over
We remark that the stronger problem of classifying all triples ((X m , τ ); R n ), where (X m , τ ) runs over the set of all representatives in a given Z 2 -bordism class for which the BUP holds is much harder and closely related to the problem of finding the index (as defined above) of a pair (X m , τ ). The following more refined classification question is open and certainly far more difficult than the classification question which has been considered in the present work. More precisely, let α ∈ N m (Z 2 ) such that α is of the form a 0 p n + a 1 p n−1 + . . . + a n−1 p 1 + a k p 0 where a i ∈ N n−i and a 0 = 0. Suppose n < m (otherwise the main question is known). Given α ∈ N m (Z 2 ) first enumerate the classes of equivalent classes of pairs in the sense of [4, Corollary 2.3] and a main question is to determine the involution classes [X m , τ ] for which the triples ((X m , τ ); R n ) satisfy the BUP as (X m , τ ) runs over the elements of α. In particular find such a classification for α ∈ N m (BO(1)) of the form ap n where a ∈ N m−n .
Preliminaries
We begin by reviewing some basic facts about free Z 2 -bordism. Definition 2.1. Two free involution pairs (X m , τ ) and (X ′ m , τ ′ ) are cobordant if there exists a smooth compact (m + 1)-dimensional manifold W m+1 , equipped with a free smooth involution υ :
This gives rise to a set of cobordism classes which we denote by N m (Z 2 ).
Recall that associated with a smooth free involution τ : X m → X m we have a closed smooth m-dimensional manifold M = X m /τ and an orthogonal real line bundle λ over M classified by a map f : M → BO(1). The total space of λ is (X m × R)/ ∼, where ∼ identifies (x, t) to (τ (x), −t). Conversely, from any orthogonal real line bundle λ over a closed smooth m-dimensional manifold M one obtains an associated smooth free involution by taking X m to be the total space of the unit sphere bundle S(λ) → M , equipped with the fibrewise involution τ = −1 : S(λ) → S(λ) that interchanges the points of each fibre. From [3, 20-4; p. 71] we have:
Using this correspondence, we shall work primarily with a pair (M, f ) (and the associated real line bundle λ) representing a class in N m (BO (1)) and then translate results into statements about the free Z 2 -manifold (X m , τ ) representing a class in N m (Z 2 ). The Hopf line bundle over BO(1) = RP ∞ will be denoted by H. Thus the line bundle λ is isomorphic to f * H. We begin with the Borsuk-Ulam property for ((X m , τ ); R n ).
Lemma 2.3. Consider a line bundle λ over a closed m-manifold M . Then there is a map ϕ :
if and only if the bundle nλ = R n ⊗ λ over M has a nowhere zero section.
Proof. Given such a map ϕ, we can write down a nowhere zero section mapping
Conversely, a nowhere zero section s can be expressed as
The case in which n is equal to the dimension m of M is completely settled by cohomology. Proof. We may assume that M is connected. The bundle ξ = mλ admits a nowhere zero section if and only if the Euler class e(ξ) ∈ H m (M ; Z(ξ)) in the cohomology group of M with integer coefficients twisted by the orientation bundle of ξ is zero. But 2e(ξ) = 0, since e(ξ) = e(λ) m and 2e(λ) = 0. By Poincaré duality, H m (M ; Z(ξ)) is isomorphic to either Z or Z/2Z. In the first case, we must have e(ξ) = 0, and then w 1 (λ) m = 0, too. In the second case, reduction mod 2:
is an isomorphism and maps e(ξ) to w 1 (λ) m .
Proof of Theorem 1.1. The theorem follows at once from Lemma 2.3 and Lemma 2.4.
The cases in which n = 1 or n = 2 are also easily resolved by cohomology calculations.
Lemma 2.5. Let λ be a real line bundle over a closed manifold M . Consider the cases (i) n = 1, (ii) n = 2. Then nλ admits a nowhere zero section if and only if (i)
Proof. (i). The real line bundle λ is classified by w 1 (λ) ∈ H 1 (M ; Z/2Z) and admits a nowhere zero section if and only if it is trivial.
(ii). The complex line bundle C⊗λ, isomorphic to 2λ as a real bundle, is similarly classified by the first Chern class c 1 (C ⊗ λ) ∈ H 2 (M ; Z) and admits a nowhere zero section if and only if it is trivial. Now c 1 (C⊗ λ) = βw 1 (λ), where β is the Bockstein homomorphism in the exact sequence:
as follows from the observation that β :
Connectedness
Let α ∈ N m (BO(1)) be a Z 2 -bordism class. In this section we first show that, if m > 1, there is a representative (M, f ) of α such that the associated Z 2 -manifold X m = S(λ) is connected. For n < m, there is a representative (M, f ) of α, with X m connected, for which the BUP holds for the triple ((X m , τ ); R n )). such that (f ′ ) * H restricts to the Hopf bundle. The condition that m is strictly greater than 1, so that m − 1 ≥ 1, then guarantees that λ ′ is non-trivial.
Remark 3.2. The case m = 1 is exceptional. The group N 1 (BO(1)) has two elements 0 and p 1 . The class p 1 is represented by the manifold M = RP 1 and the classifying map of the Hopf line bundle λ = H, and S(λ) = S 1 is connected. The only connected representative of 0 is the circle M = S 1 with the trivial bundle λ, but in that case X m = S(λ) is not connected.
has a nowhere zero section if and only if
Proof. We may assume, by Proposition 3. The assertion (ii) is immediate from Proposition 3.1 which provides a representative (M, f ) with M connected and λ non-trivial, so that X m = S(λ) is also connected.
If a 0 = 1, we must have w 1 (λ) m = 0, and, if a 0 = 0 and M is connected, then w 1 (λ) m = 0. Hence, parts (iii) and (iv) follow from Theorem 1.1.
Proposition 3.4. For 1 < n ≤ m, suppose that (M, f ) has the property that nλ admits a nowhere zero section. Then there is a map ( (1) 
The cobordism Euler class and the BUP for higher codimension
We begin with some remarks on the cobordism Euler class. Consider an ndimensional real vector bundle ξ over the closed manifold M of dimension m. We recall that ξ has a canonical cobordism Thom class u N (ξ) ∈ N n (D(ξ), S(ξ))) in the cobordism of the disc modulo the sphere bundle; see, for example, [2] . The cobordism Euler class e N (ξ) ∈ N n (M ) is the restriction z * u N (ξ) to the zero-section z of ξ. Now suppose that the vector bundle ξ is smooth and consider a smooth section s of ξ that is transverse to the zero-section z. The zero-set Z is then a smooth submanifold of M of dimension m − n with its normal bundle isomorphic to ξ. This manifold Z ֒→ M represents a bordism class [Z] ∈ N m−n (M ), which corresponds under the duality isomorphism N m−n (M ) = N n (M ) to the Euler class e N (ξ). We now specialize to the case of interest in which we have a map f : M → BO(1) classifying a line bundle λ = f * H and take ξ = nλ. (1)) under f will be denoted by e n (M, f ). Proof. Suppose that M = ∂W is the boundary of a compact manifold W and that f : M → BO(1) extends to a map h : W → BO(1). We may choose a smooth section of h * (nH) over W which is transverse to the zero-section and such that its zero-set V intersects M transversely in its boundary Z = ∂V . Then (V, h|V ) bounds (Z, f |Z), and hence f * [Z] = 0.
See, also, the proof of Lemma 4.5.
If nλ admits a nowhere zero section, then e N (λ) n = 0 and hence e n (M, f ) = 0. Arguments going back to the work of Koschorke [5] show that the vanishing of e n (M, f ) is sufficient for the existence of a nowhere zero section up to cobordism.
* (H) has a nowhere zero section if and only if e n (M, f ) = 0.
Proof. Retaining the notation used in the construction of e n (M, f ), suppose that e n (M, f ) = 0. Then we have a compact manifold V of dimension m − n + 1 with boundary ∂V = Z and a map g : V → BO(1) extending f |Z. Choose an inner product on the normal bundle ν of the embedding Z ֒→ M and a tubular neighbourhood D(ν) ֒→ M . Over the closed disc bundle D(ν) the bundle nλ is identified (up to homotopy) with the pullback of ν from Z and the section s corresponds to the diagonal (or identity) section.
Now the boundary ∂(M − B(ν)) of the complement of the open disc bundle B(ν) is the sphere-bundle S(ν) = S(nλ|Z). This is the same as the boundary ∂S(g * (nH)) = ∂S(f * (nH)|Z) of the sphere bundle of g * (nH) over V . We can thus perform surgery to construct the manifold
and extend f on M − B(ν) to a map f ′ : M ′ → BO(1) by using g. A nowhere zero section s ′ of nλ ′ is obtained by gluing s on M − B(ν) and the tautological identity section of S(nλ ′ ) over S(g * (nH)). The manifolds M and M ′ are cobordant by the bordism
(after smoothing the corners) with boundary (M × {0}) ∪ (M ′ × {1}).
We recall in the next lemma the calculation of the bordism of RP ∞ .
Lemma 4.5. Let p i ∈ N m (BO(1)) be the class represented by the real projective space RP i and the classifying map RP i → BO(1) of the Hopf bundle. Then
The map e n : [M, f ] → e n (M, f ) fits into a short exact sequence:
in which the homomorphism e n : N * (BO(1)) → N * −n (BO (1)) is N * -linear and
Some remarks on the proof. By the construction of e n (M, f ), the homomorphism e n is multiplication by the cobordism Euler class e N (H) n . We can realize N m (BO(1)) as N m (P (R N )) for large N and then the sequence is the exact sequence of the pair (P (R N ), P (R n )):
The calculation of e n (p m ) can be made by applying the construction of e n (M, f ) to M = RP m with f classifying the Hopf line bundle. One has a section of nλ with zero-set RP m−n if m ≥ n and empty zero-set if m < n.
We can now state two corollaries of Proposition 4.4. Corollary 4.7. Given (M, f ), the coefficient a n ∈ N m−n in the expansion of the bordism class [M, f ] as a 0 p m + . . . + a m p 0 is represented by the zero-set of a generic smooth section of nλ.
Proof. The class e n (N, f ) is represented by the zero-set Z of a generic section of nλ with a classifying map Z → BO(1). Forgetting the classifying map, we have a n = [Z].
Proof of Theorem 1.4. Part (i) follows at once from Proposition 3.1. For (ii), suppose that a k = 0 where k ≤ m − n. Then e n (M, f ) = 0, by Lemma 4.5, and so, by Proposition 4.4, every section of nλ has a zero. The assertion follows from Lemma 2.3.
In part (iii), we are given that e n (M, f ) = 0. By Proposition 4.4, we may assume that nλ has a nowhere zero section, and then, because n > 1, that M is connected and λ is non-trivial, by Proposition 3.4.
The BUP for higher codimension and Stiefel-Whitney classes
The bordism class of (M, f ) in N m (BO (1)) is determined by the collection of Stiefel-Whitney numbers
where s ≥ 0, j 1 , . . . , j s ≥ 1 and j i ≤ m. Our main result in this section is a criterion for the vanishing of e n (M, f ) in terms of these characteristic numbers.
Theorem 5.1. The class e n (M, f ) vanishes if and only if 
modulo terms involving w 1 (λ) n ′ for n ′ > n. (The first equality is a special case of Remark 4.1.)
Proof of Theorem 1.5 and Corollary 1.6. We have a k = 0 for all k ≤ m − n if and only if e n (M, f ) = 0, by Lemma 4.5. The result of Theorem 1.5 is then immediate from Theorem 5.1. Corollary 1.6 follows from the observation that e n (M, f ) = 0 if w 1 (λ) n = 0.
Proof. If w 1 (λ) n = 0, then all the characteristic numbers appearing in Theorem 5.1 are zero and, hence, e n (M, f ) = 0. For m > 1, Proposition 3.1 supplies (M ′ , f ′ ) with w 1 (λ ′ ) m−1 = 0.
Higher dimensional trivial summands
In this section there is interest even when n is greater than the dimension m of the manifold.
Having formulated our basic question in terms of sections of the vector bundle nλ over M , one can go on to ask, for each r > 1, whether (M, f ) is cobordant to some (M ′ , f ′ ) such that nλ ′ admits r linearly independent sections, that is, a trivial subbundle of dimension r. There is a similar criterion in a certain metastable range.
Recall that the space
Consider the vector bundle Hom(R r , nλ), with fibre at x ∈ M the space of linear maps v : R r → R n ⊗ λ x , and let A 1 (R r , nλ) be the subbundle with fibre at x the space of maps v with dim ker v = 1.
Suppose that m < 2(n − r + 2). This dimensional restriction ensures that a generic smooth section s of Hom(R r , nλ) is transverse to A 1 (R r , nλ) and has the property that dim ker s x ≤ 1 for all x ∈ M . The subspace
is a smooth submanifold of M , of codimension n − r + 1, equipped with a map Z → P (R r ) to the projective space P (R r ) of lines in R r given by the 1-dimensional kernel.
The section s defines a section σ of nλ ⊗ H r over M × P (R r ) taking (x, [v]) to s x (v) ⊗ v, where x ∈ M and v ∈ S(R r ) ⊆ R r is a unit vector. Moreover, this section σ is transverse to the zero-section and its zero-set is diffeomorphic to Z. We see, therefore, that the class [Z → P (R r )] in N m+r−1−n (M × P (R r )) corresponds under duality to the Euler class
where H r denotes the Hopf line bundle over P (R r ) and, in particular, it is independent of the section s. Proof. Using the interpretation of e n,r (M, f ) in terms e N (λ ⊗ H r ) n (which also allows us to define e n,r (M, f ) without the dimensional restriction: m < 2(n−r+2)), we can follow the proof of Lemma 4.3.
Let κ be the line bundle over Z with fibre κ x = ker s x at x ∈ Z. It is included as a subbundle of the trivial bundle Z × R r with orthogonal complement κ ⊥ of dimension r − 1. We also have an injective vector bundle map κ ⊥ = R r /κ ֒→ nλ|Z given by the restriction of s to Z and so an orthogonal decomposition of nλ | Z as Corollary 6.5. If w n−q (nλ) = 0 for 0 ≤ q < r, then e n,r (M, f ) = 0.
Proof. This follows immediately, because w n−q (nλ) = 
